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Community lends
support to local athlete,
family after injury. C1

first Sonoma Harvest
Music Festival to crowd
of over 3,000 fans in
Glen Ellen. A3
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ANNIVERSARY » Survivors of October’s firestorms plan to recall
devastation, honor loved ones and simply spend time together

A time of reflection
one year after fires

Brett Kavanaugh

Judge’s
accuser
plans to
testify
Woman alleging assault
by Kavanaugh set to
face senators Thursday
By NICHOLAS FANDOS
AND SHERYL GAY STOLBERG
NEW YORK TIMES
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Chris Marr Bertozzi, right, and her daughter, Marlo Bertozzi, pause Friday on the Goodspeed Trail that leads to Gunsight Rock at Sugarloaf Ridge
State Park. They plan to commemorate the anniversary of the fires by hiking to Gunsight Rock on Oct. 7 like they did last year before the fires.
By HANNAH BEAUSANG
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

C

hris Marr Bertozzi vividly recalls
standing near the summit of Hood
Mountain the afternoon of Oct. 8,
2017, marveling at the sweeping panoramas of Sonoma Valley.
Bertozzi and her daughter, Marlo,
chronicled that carefree day by “taking
goofy selfies and having a blast together,”
Bertozzi recalled.
But it’s hard for her to forget the gusts
of wind that raced that day through the
trees near Gunsight Rock. It was those
fierce winds, hours later, that would drive
a wall of flames from Calistoga into Santa
Rosa and send volleys of fire back and
forth across Sonoma Valley. Overnight,
thousands of homes were destroyed across
the North Bay and 40 lives were lost in
Sonoma, Napa and Mendocino counties.
Among the demolished homes was the
Fountaingrove house that Bertozzi, and
Marlo, 20, had moved into just two months
before the fires. The pair escaped, but their
cats, Magic and Delaney, were killed in the
fire. Also lost: the home on Rocky Point
Way where Bertozzi and her then-husband
raised their two daughters.
“It’s funny — what got me through the
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Vatican
and China
make pact
on bishops
Jeff Okrepkie sits down to dinner Saturday with his son, Tillman, 2, and wife Stephanie at their
home in Santa Rosa. The Okrepkies lost their Coffey Park home in the Tubbs fire.

“We want to spend time with each other. We want
to appreciate what we have now.”
JEFF OKREPKIE, who said he may stop by the gathering for fire survivors at Coffey Park
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SR schools mark wildfire
anniversary in own way
By SUSAN MINICHIELLO
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

S

tudents of the Anova Center for Education, a north Santa Rosa school
for children and young adults with
autism that was gutted by the Tubbs fire,
will spend Oct. 9 encountering giraffes
and watching cheetahs during a scheduled field trip to the Safari West wildlife
preserve.
The same morning, students in the
Mark West district will deliver and plant
five male ginkgo trees at a park in Mark
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WASHINGTON — The Senate Judiciary Committee and
lawyers for the woman who has
accused Judge Brett Kavanaugh of sexually assaulting her
decades ago reached a tentative
agreement Saturday for her to
publicly testify Thursday, an apparent breakthrough that could
alter the course
of a bitter con- INSIDE
firmation fight. Ford recalls
After a brief changing her life
call late Satur- following alleged
day, the wom- attack / B1
an’s
lawyers
and aides to Sen. Charles Grassley, R-Iowa, chairman of the
Judiciary Committee, planned
to talk again Sunday morning
to continue the halting negotiations over the conditions of the
testimony, according to three
people familiar with the call.
Aides to Sen. Dianne Feinstein
of San Francisco, the committee’s top Democrat, were also
involved.
But in a possible setback
for the woman, Christine Blasey Ford, Republicans on the

West Estates, and other trees in Larkfield Estates.
Later in the day, Schaefer Charter
School students — many of whom lived
in the surrounding Coffey Park neighborhood, where the Tubbs fire leveled
entire blocks — will hear from a motivational speaker.
There’s no handbook for how school
communities should acknowledge the
first anniversary of the most devastating
siege of wildfire in California history.
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Hidden Valley Elementary School fourth-grade
teacher Abbi Chapman, greets her students Oct. 27
during the school’s reopening following the fires.

MANUFACTURERS GET CREATIVE : Small
companies in Petaluma, Santa Rosa highlight
the region’s innovative spirit / E1

By JASON HOROWITZ
AND IAN JOHNSON
NEW YORK TIMES

ROME — The Vatican said
Saturday that it had reached a
provisional deal with the Chinese government to end a decades-old power struggle over
the right to appoint bishops in
China. It was the communist
country’s first
formal recognition of the
pope’s authority within the
Roman Catholic
Church
in the world’s
most populous
nation, Vatican
Pope
officials said.
Francis
Under
the
deal, Pope Francis recognized
the legitimacy of seven bishops
appointed by the Chinese government. Because they had not
been selected by the Vatican,
they had previously been excommunicated.
The agreement was in keeping
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